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that can be of value to practicing araneologists in providing answers to question s
often asked by the general public . As such, I welcome its inclusion in what wil l
prove to be a landmark publication on spiders . One can also argue that this tex t
does not cover all areas of spider physiology : this is not a serious limitation give n
the subject matter discussed in other recent texts cited earlier in this review .
References are listed at the end of the text, as is usual in books of this typ e
instead of at the end of each chapter . This method will frustrate some who nee d
to credit specific citations but is very convenient for those who use the list fo r
general reference . This list is comprehensive and up-to-date, with the lates t
publications listed from 1986 . Important papers and review articles are specially
marked . An annotated appendix is provided, with citations, to give a brie f
summary of spider systematics, a feature of value for those with a non-taxonomi c
background . The index is extensive and workable . The figures are of excellen t
quality and are provided with clearly written figure legends . The text is wel l
edited, with few noticeable errors . Most are typographical and not likely to caus e
problems . Others are minor but irritating : the inconsistent use of both a comm a
and period as a radix mark (p . 147) ; the ambiguous use of more than one solidus ,
(/), to represent products or quotients of two or more physiological dimensions .
A slightly more serious error appears on page 71 : in the context of the sentence ,
Mitopus morio would be considered an insect or a mite by one not familar wit h
arachnids when in fact it is a daddy-long-legs in the order Opiliones .
The high price will probably force many to use a library to gain access to thi s
fine text ; one hopes a lower priced (soft-cover) edition will become available .
John F. Anderson, Department of Zoology, University of Florida, Gainesville ,
Florida, 32611 :

Griswold, C . E . 1987 . A Revision of the Jumping Spider Genus Habronattus F. O . P.-Cambridge (Araneae : Salticidae), with Phenetic and Cladistic
Analyses . University of California Publications in Entomology 107, ix + 344 pp .
(price $34 .00) . Available from University of California Press, 2120 Berkeley,
California 94720, USA .
This is the first major revision published of a predominantly North America n
salticid genus to appear since the Peckhams' works of the late 1800 's and early
1900's . Three-quarters of a century is far too long to wait ; the simple structure o f
the genitalia being the main deterrent to taxonomic work in the family .
Fortunately, Griswold's monograph shows what can be done within thes e
constraints . It comes at an appropriate time with the rise of interest in saltici d
biology, especially in behavioral studies . This paper is a significant contributio n
to salticid taxonomy on several levels .
Habronattus is the largest primarily North American jumping spider genus ,
comprising 94 species in nine species groups, and a number of species unplaced a s
to group . It is, along with Phidippus, the genus that contains some of the mos t
flamboyant males and the most strikingly sexually dimorphic species . Because o f
the very similar genitalia in many of the species, reliance is placed on somatic
characters to an unusual extent to define species and in the key . That he has been
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successful in this approach is in part due to his exhaustive character search ; 17 2
were studied! The key is for males only and works well . As in any long key, ther e
are numerous opportunities to go astray ; read both parts of the couplet befor e
you make your choice . In couplet 1 the first part leads to couplet 2, not 12 a s
written. Couplet 52 will probably appear puzzling because the first line of th e
second part has been accidentally omitted . It most likely reads : "Tibia I wit h
anteroventral spines . . . . " Females are not keyed and some males and females ar e
not illustrated . To determine females one must resort to the Peckhams' 190 9
revision in conjunction with this monograph . The range maps provide clues i n
sorting out possible choices . It would have been helpful to have mor e
illustrations, particularly in regard to females and to some inadequately illustrate d
males .
Griswold's setting of Habronattus in relation to the other salticid genera, an d
to Pellenes in particular, is felicitous . He has done an excellent analysis of thi s
vexatious complex of genera . Also worthy of note is his discussion of apomorphi c
and plesiomorphic character states .
There are several minor misspellings, none of which are confusing . Maevia has
been sporadically misspelled as Meavia in several places ; sometimes both spellings
occur on the same page . One important omission is the lack of a species index; I
constructed my own, which saves much page flipping . Despite the mino r
shortcomings, this is a major contribution and one that I will refer to for many
years, not only for identification, but for the methodology and approach t o
taxonomic problems .
Bruce Cutler, 1966 Eustis Street, Lauderdale, Minnesota 55113 .

